
I-306-001

The SR 520, I-5 to Medina project would complete the HOV lane system

in the corridor, improving reliability and efficiency for transit and carpools,

but would not add general-purpose lanes. Thus, the project is aligned

with improving the overall efficiency of the transportation system by

creating incentives for people to choose an alternative to driving alone.

The project is a replacement of an existing highway, not addition of a

new highway. The proposed corridor is six lanes wide. Standard

engineering terminology includes only through lanes, not ramps or

shoulders, in describing the number of lanes in a facility. Section 2.2 of

the Final EIS explains when and why an 8-lane alternative was dropped

from further evaluation. The Preferred Alternative has been designed to

minimize SR 520’s footprint as much as possible while allowing room for

HOV lanes and the shoulders required to satisfy current safety standards

regulated by FHWA and the Association of American State Highway and

Transportation Officials (AASHTO). Further, the Preferred Alternative

includes a managed shoulder rather than an auxiliary lane on the

Portage Bay Bridge. See Chapter 2 for a description of the Preferred

Alternative.

The addition of HOV lanes to the corridor, with no increase in the

existing number of general-purpose lanes, is expressly intended to

improve the speed and reliability of transit service, providing an incentive

to use transit. The SR 520 High-Capacity Transit Plan, which was

endorsed in 2008 by the state, King County Metro Transit, and Sound

Transit, found that until at least 2030, demand for transit in the 520

corridor could be satisfied by bus rapid transit that runs in HOV/transit

lanes—complementing Sound Transit’s East Link on I-90. At the same

time, the plan acknowledges that after 2030 significant increases in

cross-lake travel may warrant dedicated HCT facilities in both I-90 and

SR 520. Therefore, the new SR 520 bridge and associated interchanges

will be built in a way that allows the structure to accommodate a two-way

light rail line or busway at a future date. 
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While WSDOT believed that the design of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina

project already accommodated potential future light rail, the agency

worked with the City of Seattle and Sound Transit to identify changes

that would enhance the corridor’s rail compatibility. The Preferred

Alternative reflects these design changes. Light rail could be

accommodated either by converting the HOV lanes for rail use or by

adding light-rail only lanes. Without a specific light rail transit alignment

and service plan for the SR 520 corridor, the design options

accommodate a number of potential configurations. However, full build

out of light rail transit in the corridor would require modifications provided

as a future project, including the addition of supplemental floating bridge

pontoons to support the additional weight of light rail under either option.

Since rail transit in the SR 520 corridor is not programmed in current

regional transit plans, any future project to add rail in the corridor would

need to undergo an extensive planning and environmental review

process by the responsible transit agency prior to implementation. It is

clear that there would be a need for construction and additional costs to

add light rail to the SR 520 corridor, but the costs and risks associated

with such an addition have been minimized by the design elements

included in the Preferred Alternative. Section 2.4 in the Final EIS

provides additional information on planning for high capacity transit in the

SR 520 corridor.

WSDOT intends to operate SR 520 as a 6-lane corridor and has no

plans to restripe it in the future. The width of the new 6-lane SR 520

corridor and the width of the new floating bridge would not allow

conversion to eight lanes without physical widening of the roadway. This

would result in a new project that would need to undergo separate

environmental review.

 

I-306-002

See the response to Comment I-306-001 regarding how the SR 520, I-5

to Medina project could accommodate potential future light rail transit,
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and regarding corridor width. The proposed corridor is 115 feet wide

across the floating bridge (see Chapter 2); this design is compatible with

potential future light rail as described in Section 2.4 of the Final EIS and

the response to Comment I-306-002. The width of the bridge if light rail

were to be added in new light-rail-only lanes has not been determined at

this time. Any added width associated with potential future light rail would

be evaluated as part of environmental review for that project.

Highway lanes and shoulders are designed to standards that have been

established to protect the safety of drivers. When circumstances warrant

a change from these standards, WSDOT must request FHWA’s approval

of a “design deviation.” WSDOT has already obtained approvals for

design deviations for both lane and shoulder widths in response to

community requests for a narrower roadway footprint. In the interest of

safety, FHWA will not approve further narrowing of the corridor. The

width of the project has been reduced by a combined total of 16 feet in

some locations compared to what was shown in the Draft EIS to respond

to community concerns. HOV lanes need to allow for buses, which are

wider than most cars. Safety standards also apply to the

bicycle/pedestrian lane.

Please also see the responses to comments from the City of Seattle

Mayor’s Office, in Item L-007.

 

I-306-003

As stated in Chapter 1 of the SDEIS, the Evergreen Point Bridge is

vulnerable to failure in a severe windstorm; fixed bridges along the

corridor do not meet current seismic standards and could collapse in an

earthquake. In addition, the corridor currently carries nearly twice as

many vehicles as it was originally designed for, resulting in extended

congestion and impaired mobility. The risk of catastrophic failure and

impaired mobility are the major reasons that replacement of the SR 520

corridor is currently under environmental evaluation and why the project

is needed now. Budget constraints are not one of the major drivers for
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building the bridge in the upcoming years, as suggested in this comment.

The 4-Lane Alternative evaluated in the Draft EIS was designed as a

“minimum footprint” alternative and included four general purpose lanes

with wider shoulders to meet current highway standards. However, even

with the minimum footprint design, the 4-Lane alternative did not

eliminate the taking of park lands, or avoid noise and visual change in

the project area. Additionally, the 4-Lane Alternative from the Draft EIS

would not meet the project purpose and need. While it would improve

safety by replacing vulnerable structures and widening lanes and

shoulders, it would not meet the project purpose of improving mobility in

the SR 520 corridor. Therefore, the 4-Lane Alternative is not considered

a reasonable and feasible alternative. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS

provides additional information about 4-Lane Alternative and why it was

not studied further.

Since the inception of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina: Bridge Replacement

and HOV Project, WSDOT has evaluated a wide range of project

alternatives and options including, but not limited to, a 4-lane alternative,

a 6-lane alternative with seven design options that expanded the range

of potential choices, an 8-lane alternative, and a tunnel option.

Attachment 8 to the SDEIS, the Range of Alternatives and Options

Evaluated report, described the evaluation process in detail. Chapter 2 of

the Final EIS provides a summary of the alternatives evaluation.

In compliance with Section 4(f), WSDOT has evaluated whether there

were feasible and prudent alternatives that would avoid the use of

Section 4(f) properties. This evaluation was done both for the corridor as

a whole and on a resource-by-resource basis, and was described on

pages 121-133 of the Draft Section 4(f)/Section 6(f) Evaluation in

Attachment 6 to the SDEIS. The analysis concluded that there were no

feasible and prudent alternatives to the use of Section 4(f) resources.

Moving forward with a 6-lane alternative, the design of the Preferred
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Alternative includes a number of design refinements to minimize harm to

Section 4(f) properties. It has been determined to result in the least net

harm to Section 4(f) resources compared to any of the SDEIS design

options.

Since the SDEIS was published, and after review of public comment,

WSDOT has conducted further research and evaluation of the project’s

Section 4(f) properties. For example, WSDOT revisited its analysis of

Lake Washington, and upon completion of additional research,

determined that Lake Washington Boulevard, from Madison Street to

Northeast Pacific Street, is a historic property. Please see the Final 4(f)

Evaluation (Chapter 9 of the Final EIS) for updated discussion, findings,

and evaluation of additional Section 4(f) properties.

 

I-306-004

A traffic flow analysis was completed for the Portage Bay bridge.  That

analysis showed that the westbound Portage Bay bridge would need an

auxiliary lane between the Montlake on-ramp and the I-5 off-ramps as

described in chapter 5 of the SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report. 

Through the ESSHB 6392 workgroup process, the width of the Portage

Bay bridge was reduced compared to what was shown in the SDEIS,

thus reducing the affects of the Preferred Alternative.  Further analysis is

provided in the Final Transportation Discipline Report.

 

I-306-005

The Preferred Alternative includes a number of noise reduction

strategies, such as 4-foot concrete traffic barriers with noise-absorptive

coating; noise-absorptive materials around the Montlake and 10th

Avenue East/Delmar Drive East lid portals; and encapsulating expansion

joints. The noise reduction strategies included in the Preferred

Alternative would reduce noise levels along the corridor to the point that

noise walls are not recommended in the Seattle portion of the project

area, except potentially along I-5 in the North Capitol Hill area where the
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reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall is still be evaluated.

Quieter concrete pavement is included as a design feature for Option A,

Option K, and the Preferred Alternative; however, because it is not an

FHWA-approved mitigation measure and because future pavement

surface conditions cannot be determined with certainty, it is not included

in the noise model for the project.

Information on noise modeling results for the Preferred Alternative can

be found in Section 5.7 of the Final EIS and the Noise Discipline Report

Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

 

I-306-006

Of the options evaluated in the SDEIS, Option A had the least impact on

park and recreational resources. As a result of the SDEIS analysis,

direction from the Legislative Workgroup, and input from the community

and agencies, FHWA and WSDOT identified a Preferred Alternative that

is similar to Option A but with a number of design refinements to further

minimize effects. The Preferred Alternative has the fewest impacts on

the environment of any alternative studied that meets the purpose and

need for the project.

 

The Preferred Alternative reduces the visual effect in the Portage Bay

area from those of Option A, due to a narrower bridge cross-section, a

planted median on the bridge, and inclusion of aesthetic treatments. In

an effort to reduce the visual change in the Arboretum, WSDOT has

shared visualizations of the Preferred Alternative with the Arboretum and

Botanical Garden Committee (ABGC) and has committed, as part of the

Arboretum Mitigation Plan, to work with the ABGC on aesthetic

enhancements at the Foster Island crossing.  Visual quality in the

Arboretum would benefit in other areas, primarily from the removal of the

Lake Washington Boulevard and R.H. Thomson ramps, where these

existing features are visible from the Arboretum.
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The Recreation Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final

EIS) finds that there would be no negative noise effects to the recreation

resources around Portage Bay and the Arboretum from operation of the

Preferred Alternative.  The Final EIS noise analysis supported this

conclusion by demonstrating that the Preferred Alternative would reduce

noise in the corridor compared to existing conditions. The noise-reducing

strategies included as part of the Preferred Alternative, such as lower

posted speed limits across the Portage Bay structure, 4-foot noise-

absorptive traffic barriers, and noise-absorptive materials at the lid

entrances, were the primary reasons for this reduction.  This noise

reduction in the corridor would benefit adjacent parks and recreational

resources.

 

The Preferred Alternative would provide for continued connectivity to

other parks from the south Portage Bay area via the existing Bill Dawson

Trail at the Montlake Playfield.  The Bill Dawson Trail connects to

Montlake Boulevard from which East Montlake Park and the Ship Canal

Waterside Trail and the Arboretum Waterfront Trail can be accessed.

This connection would be maintained by detours during construction and

replaced after construction. The SR 520, I-5 to Medina project would

further enhance pedestrian and bicycle connectivity in the region, with

the introduction of the regional bicycle and pedestrian path along SR

520, and the additional bicycle and pedestrian paths recommended

through the ESSB 6392: Design Refinements and Transit Connections

Workgroup Recommendations Report.

 

The estimated costs for natural environment and built environment

mitigation have always been included in program-level cost estimating.

In accordance with federal regulations, including NEPA and Section 4(f)

of the Department of Transportation Act, WSDOT has included mitigation

as an integral element of project development and the NEPA process.
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Specific mitigation measures have been developed through a number of

venues, including, but not limited to the Regulatory Agency Coordination

process, technical working groups, community construction management

planning, the Section 106 consulting party process and the Section 4(f)

process. WSDOT’s mitigation commitments will be documented in the

Record of Decision.

 

I-306-007

See response to Comment I-306-001 regarding how the SR 520, I-6 to

Medina project can accommodate potential future light rail, and how

demand until 2030 can be met by bus rapid transit. Also see Section 2.4

of the Final EIS for further discussion of both these topics.

 

I-306-008

The SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report contained analyses of traffic

operations and several I-5 interchanges with the SDEIS design options

and with the No Build Alternative. The report stated that several

bottlenecks along the I-5 corridor limit the amount of traffic that can

access SR 520 (page 5-1). It also stated that I-5 traffic demand would

increase up to 20 percent with the No Build Alternative (page 5-9) and

that none of the SDEIS options would be able to serve all of the

forecasted traffic demand because of congestion on I-5 and I-405 (page

5-21).

Exhibit 5-3 of the Transportation Discipline Report showed that daily

vehicle demand volume on the SR 520 in 2030 would be 135,000 with

the No Build Alternative, 131,000 with Option A, and 132,400 under

Option A with suboptions (Option A+). Existing volumes are 115,000.

Thus, vehicle trip demand would increase with or without the project, and

Options A and Suboption A would result in less demand than the No

Build Alternative. The effects of background population growth are not

caused by the project; they are presented as part of the No Build

Alternative analyses for 2030 and are not considered direct or indirect
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effects of the project.

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative, which is similar to Option A, but with a number of design

refinements that would improve mobility and safety while reducing

negative effects. The Preferred Alternative reduces the effects of cut-

through traffic because it reduces the effects of freeway congestion on

local roadways leading to and from freeways. See Chapter 5 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report for more information regarding the

effects of the No Build and Preferred Alternatives on SR 520 freeway

operations, including the effects of congestion at I-5. See Chapter 6 of

the Final Transportation Discipline Report for more information regarding

changes in local traffic patterns, traffic volumes and traffic operations in

the Montlake interchange area related to the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-306-009

The Preferred Alternative would not include construction of any new

ramps in the Arboretum, and would remove both the existing Lake

Washington Boulevard ramps and the R.H. Thomson Expressway

ramps. Access to Lake Washington Boulevard by westbound SR 520

traffic would be moved to a new intersection located on the Montlake

Boulevard lid at 24th Avenue East.

 

I-306-010

WSDOT has acknowledged that the new bascule bridge could have a

visual quality effect on the historic Montlake Bridge that would diminish

its integrity, an effect on historic properties with a view of the new bridge

that would diminish their integrity, and would require removal of two

residential properties that contribute to the Montlake Historic District.

However, the new bascule bridge would not obscure the view of the

original Montlake Bridge, and the context-sensitive design would help to

minimize the effects on the historic bridge by decreasing the visual

impact of the new bridge. The Programmatic Agreement (Attachment 9
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of the Final EIS) stipulates that the new bridge design must be in

keeping with National Parks Service guidelines to minimize effects to the

historic bridge and includes other stipulations to ensure mitigation of

effects resulting from the new bascule bridge and its proximity to the

existing Montlake Bridge. See the Visual Quality and Aesthetics

Discipline Report and Addendum, and the Final Cultural Resources

Assessment and Discipline Report, both in Attachment 7 to the Final

EIS, for further information.

The Final Transportation Discipline Report demonstrates improved

transportation operations with the Preferred Alternative in the Montlake

area, compared to No Build. The second bascule bridge would allow for

lane continuity between the Montlake Cut and the SR 520 Montlake

interchange, which would improve traffic operations compared to the No

Build Alternative. The bridge would provide additional capacity for

transit/HOV, bicycles, and pedestrians across the Montlake Cut. Most

notably, overall delay related to bridge openings would decrease for all

vehicles because the additional capacity would allow congestion to clear

more quickly. Chapter 6 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report

describes the changes in traffic volumes and operations on the local

streets in the Montlake interchange area.  Chapter 7 describes the

effects of the Preferred Alternative on nonmotorized transportation

facilities and connections. Chapter 8 describes the effects of the

Preferred Alternative on transit service, facilities, ridership, travel times,

and rider connections.

 

I-306-011

In accordance with the requirements of ESSB 6392, WSDOT worked

collaboratively with Sound Transit, King County Metro, UW, SDOT, the

City of Seattle Pedestrian Advisory Board, and Seattle Bicycle Advisory

Board to develop design refinements for pedestrian and bicycle

facilities.  These include design refinements for pedestrian and bicycle

access in the Montlake Triangle area. The resulting design refinements
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are included in the 6392: Design Refinements and Transit Connections

Workgroup Recommendations Report (Attachment 16 of the Final EIS)

and described in Chapter 7 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report.

 

I-306-012

As discussed on pages 1-31 through 1-33 of the SDEIS, and in Chapter

1 of the Final EIS, WSDOT has not currently identified full funding for the

SR 520 program, and does not currently have full funding for the entire

SR 520, I-5 to Medina project.  The costs disclosed for the project (page

1-32 of the SDEIS, and Chapter 1 of the Final EIS) include costs for lids,

landscaping, recreational structures, and pathways, as indicated by the

comment.  Costs also include mitigation cost estimates.

The justification to proceed with the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project

despite not having secured full funding for the entire corridor is to

address the growing safety concerns with the floating bridge and other

vulnerable structures along the SR 520 corridor.  Please see  page 1-4,

Section 1.3 "Why is the project needed now?" for a complete discussion

about how structures along the SR 520 corridor are vulnerable to

catastrophic failure during an earthquake or windstorm.

Regarding the comment about a lack of funding leading to design

modifications, small design changes are expected during the life of a

project in order to address changing conditions and discovering new

information that may require a shift in thinking or design. If any design

changes result in an increase in effects, or any changes in effects to the

surrounding environment, WSDOT would be required to re-evaluate the

effects of the modified design under NEPA. If any design changes occur

that ultimately result in a change to the alternative identified, WSDOT

would be required to disclose these changes under NEPA, which may

result in new analysis and a new, supplemental EIS.
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I-306-013

WSDOT and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the co-lead

agencies for the project and environmental process, continue to serve as

project proponents. Other federal, state, and local agencies and tribes

identified as cooperating agencies have continued to provide input since

publication of the SDEIS through a variety of forums. Exhibit 4 of the

Agency Coordination and Public Involvement Discipline Report

Addendum provides a list of the agencies and tribes involved in the SR

520, I-5 to Medina Project, along with the forums in which they

participate.

Public involvement is an integral part of the SR 520 project, and a

substantial number of meetings and presentations have occurred since

its beginning. They include meetings with groups, individuals, elected

officials, and the media. The costs of every individual meeting have not

been separately tracked. However, the overall project expenditures have

been, and they are available for review on WSDOT’s website.

Citizens, neighborhood organizations, the University of Washington, the

local jurisdictions, and regional resource agencies have all been and will

continue to be constructively and collaboratively engaged in the design

process and construction planning, and continue to actively work toward

reaching broad consensus on all aspects of the SR 520 Project. The

Westside mediation process along with a list of participants is described

on pages 1-17 through 1-22 of the SDEIS and pages 36-43 of the SDEIS

Agency Coordination and Public Involvement Discipline Report. The

Arboretum Foundation, affected neighborhoods (several of which include

floating home communities), and the boating community, among others,

were invited to participate in the mediation process that followed

publication of the DEIS. See pages 36-43 of the SDEIS Agency

Coordination and Public Involvement Discipline Report.

 

I-306-014

The Preferred Alternative maintains connectivity of the trails discussed in
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the excerpt from the Seattle Parks Foundation - Bands of Green. The

connection from south Portage Bay to West Montlake Park and on to the

Arboretum would be maintained by way of the Bill Dawson Trail, Ship

Canal Waterside Trail, and Arboretum Waterfront Trail.  After crossing

under SR 520, on the Bill Dawson Trail, the same access as today would

be available to both West and East Montlake Parks and to the

Washington Park Arboretum.

The Preferred Alternative maintains the connectivity of area parks and

also enhances open space and pedestrian/bicycle connectivity through

the proposed lid features. The Montlake lid was specifically designed to

facilitate pedestrian and bicycle connectivity between areas north and

south of SR 520. A workgroup convened to fulfill the requirements of

Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill (ESSB) 6392, and recommended

features to be incorporated into the final design that would further

enhance these connections. Please see the ESSB 6392: Design

Refinements and Transit Connections Workgroup Recommendations

Report (Attachment 16 of the Final EIS) for more detailed information.
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